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Chapter 2 
 

  
 
 
 

Financial Statements and the 
Annual Report 

 
 
 
 

Key Concepts: 

n What are the objectives of financial reporting? 

n What qualitative characteristics make financial reporting useful? 

n What is a classified balance sheet? 

n How can financial statement users analyze liquidity by using classified and comparable 
balance sheets? 

n What is the difference between a single-step and a multiple-step income statement? 

n What do the gross profit ratio and profit margin tell the users of financial statements? 

n What is the difference between a statement of retained earnings and a statement of 
stockholders' equity? 

n What is included in a statement of cash flows? 

n What does an annual report contain in addition to financial statements? 
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Chapter Outline 

LO 1 Objectives of Financial Reporting 
Primary objective: provide economic information so that users (internal and external) can make 
informed decisions 
 
Secondary objectives: 

n Future cash flows to outside parties 

• for investors, future cash flow from investment 
♦ dividends 
♦ receipts from sale of stock 

• for creditors, interest plus repayment of loan 

n Future cash flows to company 

• ability to pay outside parties 

n Resources, claims to resources, changes to resources 

LO 2 What Makes Accounting Information Useful?  Qualitative Characteristics 
Qualitative (i.e., non-numerical) characteristics that make statements useful: 

n Understandability: can vary with background of user 

• FASB says statements should be understandable to all who are willing to learn to use 
them 

n Relevance: statements' ability to make a difference in a decision 

n Reliability: represent the conditions or events that they claim to represent 

• verifiable, valid, impartial 

n Comparability: should be able to compare with other companies 

• not necessarily uniformity—alternative methods are acceptable 

• disclosure allows reader to make adjustments for these differences 

n Consistency: allows comparisons for the same company from one accounting period to next 

n Materiality: will a transaction affect the judgment of someone relying on the financial data? 

• threshold varies from one company to the next 

n Conservatism: in a choice between reporting equally likely outcomes, use the less optimistic 

 

International Perspective: 

The International Accounting Standards Committee (IACC) (www.ias.org.uk) is working to improve 
development of accounting standards around the world. 

LO 3 The Classified Balance Sheet 
Classified balance sheet 

n Current versus noncurrent assets 

• current assets will be consumed within the normal operating cycle, or within one year if 
the operating cycle is shorter than one year 

• noncurrent assets have an expected value beyond one year 
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♦ investments: securities not expected to be sold within one year 

• land or buildings not currently in use 

• funds reserved for a special purpose  

♦ property, plant and equipment: productive assets for use in operations rather than 
resale 

♦ intangible assets: lack physical substance; rights rather than things 

n Current liabilities: will be satisfied with next operating cycle, or one year if the operating 
cycle is shorter than one year  

n Long- term liabilities: will not be paid within a year, or the operating cycle, whichever is 
longer 

n Stockholders' equity: owners' claims on assets   =   capital stock   +   retained earnings 

Using a Classified Balance Sheet LO 4 

Working capital, or liquidity: can the company pay its debts as they come due? 

n Current assets less current liabilities 

n Looking for a balance—too little may make it difficult to pay debts; too much indicates the 
company is not investing enough in productive assets  

Current ratio: current assets   ÷   current liabilities 

n Allows comparison of working capital for companies of various sizes 

n Composition of assets as well as the numerical calculation is important 

• relative sizes of components 

• turnover of accounts receivable, inventory 

n Short-term liquidity 

Examples: for examples in addition to those in the text see Projects and Activities section 

The Income Statement LO 5 

The income statement is a summary of the results of operations  

n Transactions and events from sources other than owners 

n Excess of revenue over expense (net income) or expense over revenue (net loss) 

Formats: 

n Single step: all expenses are added together and deducted in a single step from the sum of all 
revenues 

• advantage is simplicity 

n Multiple step: subdivides statement, with important subtotals 

• gross profit: sales less cost of goods sold 

• income from operations: gross profit less operating expenses 
♦ operating expenses may be further subdivided into selling, and administrative 

• income before taxes: operating income adjusted by other revenue and expenses not used 
or generated by operations 

• income tax expense  

• net income completes statement 
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LO 6 Using a Multiple-Step Income Statement 
Easier for the reader to find information to analyze results: 

n Gross profit ratio:  gross profit   ÷   sales 

• how much of each sales dollar is left for other expenses and profit after paying for 
inventory   

n Profit margin:  net income   ÷   sales 

• how much of each sales dollar is left as profit after all expenses 

LO 7 The Statements of Retained Earnings and Stockholders' Equity 
Statement of stockholders' equity shows changes in both capital stock and retained earnings. 

n Prepare a statement of retained earnings if no changes to capital stock occurred 

n Often combined with the income statement 

LO 8 The Statement of Cash Flows 
The statement of cash flows summarizes operating, investing and financing activities. 

n Operating = cash resulting from or used by the purchase and sale of a product or sale of a 
service 

n Investing = acquisition of operating assets 

n Financing = cash obtained from borrowings and issue of stock, or used to pay off debt 

n Net change in cash on the Statement of Cash Flows equals the change in cash between last 
period and this period as shown on the balance sheet 

LO 9 Other Elements of an Annual Report 
Although the format of the annual reports vary, certain additional elements have become standard in 
the reports of publicly held companies: 

n Letter from the President or Chairman of the Board 

n Product review 

n A management report briefly states that responsibility for information lies with the company, 
checked by an audit 

n Auditor's report is an opinion, based upon certain tests 

n Management discussion and analysis provides explanation for certain amounts in the 
statements 

n Financial statements 

n Notes to statements satisfy the requirement for full disclosure 

• explain accounting policies, expand on selected areas in the statements 

n Summary of selected financial data, for a number of years, aids in trend analysis 

 

Consolidated Financial Statements 
n Reflect the position and results of all operations that are controlled by a single entity 

n Parent company controls legally separate companies -- subsidiaries 
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Lecture Suggestions 

Where can external users obtain financial information about a company?  Discuss the convenience, for 
both the user and the company, of having standard, published financial statements, instead of 
responding to requests for information as they come in.  Also, discuss the convenience of having this 
information available on the company's and SEC's web sites. 

LO 1 

These characteristics are fundamental to all future topics, so a brief discussion of each one is useful.  
The following is one approach: 

LO 2 

• Understandability:  are the Uno’s statements written in clear, concise language? 

• Relevance:  what information in Gateway’s balance sheet is of interest to a supplier who 
is considering selling to the company on a 30-day account? 

• Reliability: can a stockholder verify the information in Gateway's balance sheet 
concerning shares of stock outstanding and their book value?  What makes this 
information reliable? 

• Comparability: where in Uno’s annual report is information found that allows the reader 
to make comparisons with other companies?  with Uno’s past performance? 

• Materiality: why does the threshold vary from one company to the next? 

• Conservatism: why are expenses recognized when they are likely, but revenues only 
when they are certain? 

Have students list as many businesses as they can to fit into each type of business:  service, 
merchandiser, and manufacturer.  Encourage them to think about small, local businesses, not just big 
corporations.  Then, ask them to discuss types of assets and liabilities that could be found in these 
businesses. 

LO 3 

Students have calculated a number of ratios, and will try to memorize all of them in anticipation of an 
exam.  Point out that for most of the ratios the calculation is obvious.  Once you know what gross 
profit is, what else could the gross profit ratio be but the ratio of gross profit to sales?  Note that most 
of the ratios that use strictly income statement numbers are calculated with sales as a denominator.   
Assign a number of exercises from both the end of the text chapter and from the Projects and Activities 
section of this manual for practice in working with these ratios, not just working them, so that by the 
time they finish, students will have become thoroughly familiar with the ratios and will not have to 
memorize, which is a useless exercise.  Always require a few words of comment on the ratio, if only to 
compare with a prior year, or to ask what a “logical” level for that item might be. 

LO 6 

 

   

It is important to stress from the beginning that ratios are least useful taken alone.  They must be 
compared to the company itself in past years, and to related companies or industry averages. 

Discuss the difference between a cash inflow and a cash outflow, with examples of each. LO 8 

 
Briefly discuss the types of audit opinion: unqualified, qualified, adverse, and disclaimer.  What does 
each mean for the company?  How might each affect the opinions of current and potential investors? 

LO 9 
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Projects and Activities 

LO 2 What Makes Accounting Information Useful?  Qualitative Characteristics 

In-class discussion:  How understandable is Gateway? 

You have been introduced in these opening chapters to the concept of presenting financial data in the 
form of organized statements, and have not learned much detail about how and why items find their 
way into these statements.  You have, however, had the opportunity to look at the reports of more than 
one large corporation.  Examine the Income Statement, Balance Sheet, and Statement of Cash Flows of 
Gateway Corporation. 

• Team presentation:  Work together with four or five classmates to prepare a 
presentation for your class to explain the Gateway financial statements:  the Income 
Statement, the Balance Sheet, the Statement of Retained Earnings, and the Statement of 
Cash Flows, or the equivalents of these for Gateway.  Explain what each line item is.  

• Class response and discussion:  What is difficult to understand in the Gateway 
statements?  Is it the overall presentation, or just a couple of items?  Do these difficulties 
make it doubtful that you could make a meaningful decision based on these statements?  
Were your classmates able to clarify any of these items for you? 

• Would some additional training in accounting probably clear up a lot of your questions, 
or is it the presentation itself that makes the statements difficult to understand?  What 
would you change about the statements? 

• Do the statements, taken as a whole, fulfill the goal of understandability as set out by the 
FASB?  Review the definition of “understandability” given in this chapter. 

Solution 

• Students once again look closely at a set of financial statements.  They will find the 
Gateway statements reasonably straightforward and probably understandable by most 
people: revenues, costs and expenses, cash, inventories, are all nearly everyday terms.  
Few will question at this point in their learning where the numbers came from, so 
complicated accounting procedures are not a worry.  The sorting of items between the 
statements probably would not make much sense at all to many laymen, but the students 
have had enough of an introduction that they should be beginning to see what goes 
where, and why.  You might want to take a little time while they are looking at these 
statements to review this, since students continue to mix items within the statements well 
into the course.    

• Some specific terminology, such as “non recurring expenses” and "accumulated other 
comprehensive loss" will not be understood, but their classification will be clear, and the 
overall understanding of the statements is possible ignoring these.  The Statement of Cash 
Flows will be the most difficult, and that mainly in the operating section where it is not 
intuitively obvious yet to students, for example, how an increase in accounts receivable 
takes away from cash.   

• The students will have their own opinions about understandability, and about possible 
format changes.  

In-class discussion:  Asset valuation 

Look at Gateway's balance sheet, and consider the value of their inventories at December 31, 1998, 
$167,924,000.  
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• What, physically, might this number represent?  Remember that Gateway is a 
manufacturer.  How is this different from the inventories you would find for a 
merchandiser? 

• Is $167,924,000 what they will sell the items for?  Is it what they paid for them?   

• Notice that Gateway directs you to the footnotes to the financial statements.  Two 
footnotes are relevant, Note 1 and Note 10.  Read these two footnotes.  Do they give you 
a better idea of what the answers to the above questions are, or do they add to the puzzle?     

• Consider the requirement for comparability and disclosure mentioned in your text.  How 
do these footnotes help meet these requirements?  Where do you see evidence of the 
conservatism principle? 

Solution 

• The inventories are not only items for resale, but also raw materials and work in progress 
for the manufacture of the items.  A merchandiser has only items intended for resale.  
They will do no “work” on these items, only sell them.  The components of Gateway's 
inventory are:  Components and subassemblies $155,746,000 and Finished goods 
$12,178,000.  Explain to the students that Gateway has no work in progress due to short 
assembly times. 

• The amount given is what the items in inventory cost.  Students sometimes mistakenly 
assume selling price and the cost of the inventory to be the same amount.  They continue 
to see these items in the abstract, unconnected to physical realities, and need to be 
reminded about specifically what balance sheet amounts represent. 

• In the footnotes students are faced with new meanings of cost, namely FIFO cost, and the 
lower of cost or market.  They have no idea at this time what FIFO cost is, so they 
assume that it is a measure of actual cost of the items.  “Cost” is neither the current 
replacement cost, nor is it the selling price, since that price has to cover not only 
inventory cost, but operating expenses and a reasonable profit.   

• All the information about valuation method, and current replacement cost, would help in 
comparing Gateway to another computer manufacturer.  Conservatism is reflected in the 
statement that, “On a quarterly basis, the Company compares on a part by part basis, the 
amount of the inventory on hand and under commitment with its latest forecasted 
requirements to determine whether write-downs for excess or obsolete inventory are 
required.1” 

In-class discussion:  Materiality 

All businesses are subject to various types of legal proceedings.  Dell Computer, as well as a number 
of other manufacturers of computers and keyboards, is a defendant in a number of repetitive stress 
injury lawsuits.  Note 10 to their 1998 Annual Report says, in part, 

The company is subject to various legal proceedings and claims arising in the 
ordinary course of business.  The Company's management does not expect that the 
outcome in any of these legal proceedings, individually or collectively, will have a 
material adverse effect on the Company's financial condition, results of operations, 
or cash flows.2 

• Explain in your own words what Dell means by this statement.  Include in particular what 
they mean by “material adverse effect.” 

                                                        
1Gateway Inc., 1998 Annual Report. 
2Dell Computer Corp., 1998 Annual Report. 
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Solution 

An item with material effect would influence the decision of an informed reader of the financial 
statements.  Dell believes that regardless of the outcome of the litigation, the company’s success will 
not be affected.  They noted their intent to vigorously defend against these claims, so they probably 
think they can win the judgment. 
 
Tell the students that not all material issues involve numbers.  Uno’s 2000 Annual Report states,   "The 
Company issued a press release on October 25, 2000 stating that Aaron D. Spencer and certain 
members of senior management had submitted a proposal to the Board of Directors to acquire all of the 
outstanding shares of common stock not currently owned by them (approximately 38%)……The 
Board appointed a special committee comprised of the Company’s independent directors, led by 
Tamara P. Davis, to conduct a review of the proposal.”3 

      LO 4 Using a Classified Balance Sheet 

Outside assignment:  Gateway current ratio 

Examine the 1998 balance sheet for Gateway Corp.  Identify current assets and current liabilities.   

• What is the amount of Gateway's working capital?   

• Calculate Gateway's current ratio.  Comment on this figure, based on the information 
given about this ratio in your text.  What are the primary components of current assets?   

• What other information would make you better able to express an opinion on the strength 
of Gateway's current ratio? 

Solution 

 ($ thousands) 

•  Current assets   =   $2,228,186 
  Current liabilities   =   $1,429,674 
  Working capital   =   $2,228,186   -   1,429,674   =  $ 798,512  
  Gateway has $ 798,512 more current assets than current liabilities. 

• Current ratio   =   2,228,186   ÷   1,429,674   =   1.56 : 1 

  (comparison:  Dell Computer   =   1.45 : 1) 

 The ratio appears reasonable if compared to the 2 : 1 rule of thumb in Chapter 2.  Cash 
and cash equivalents, inventories and accounts receivable figure prominently in the 
current assets, and accounts payable and accrued liabilities in current liabilities.   

• Students will probably remember that it is important to know how quickly the company 
turns working capital into cash.   Turnover calculations have not been introduced yet, but 
students will recognize from their reading that this information is helpful.   

   

FOR COMPARISON:  (1998)       GATEWAY       DELL 

Days in accounts receivable 22         36 
Days in inventory    9 7 
Days  in accounts payable 36         51 

 
Comparisons with other years, and with similar companies, assist analysis.  Gateway’s current ratio for 
1997 was 1.54; for 1996 was 1.65; 1995 was 1.65; and 1994 was 1.88, indicating that this is a level 
they are comfortable with.  Students can use a database such as SEC’s “EDGAR” to access company 
information for comparison purposes.  If this type of analysis will be frequently assigned, schedule a 
lab session where students can learn together how to use some of the electronic information sources 
available to them. 

                                                        
3 Uno Restaurant Corp. 2000 Annual Report. 
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The Income Statement LO 5 

In-class discussion:  The meaning of cost of goods sold 

What is included in cost of goods sold?  Your text defines it as “the cost of the units of inventory sold 
during the year."  What would be included in this number for a retail establishment?  How would cost 
of goods sold be different for a manufacturing company like Gateway?  Does a service company have 
any cost of goods sold?  If not, does that necessarily mean that they have no inventories of any kind? 

Solution 

Cost of goods sold for a retailer is the actual invoice price of the goods they buy for resale, and perhaps 
some shipping charges and sales tax.  But for a manufacturer, the cost is more complex.  They make 
the items they sell, so cost of goods sold includes not only raw materials from which the items are 
made, but also the labor to make them, plus all the costs of running the factory in which they are made.  
When students think about this, they see why so much of financial accounting takes its examples from 
retailing, where the inventory structure is so much simpler.  A service company, of course, has no cost 
of goods sold because they do not sell goods.  Many do, however, have inventories of spare parts for 
equipment, materials used in performing their service and so on.  They are not inventories in the sense 
of being “merchandise for resale,” but are often listed as inventories, and accounted for by the same 
methods. 

Using a Multiple-Step Income Statement LO 6 

Outside assignment: Gateway profitability 

• Calculate the gross profit ratio and the profit margin for Gateway for 1998 and 1997. 

• Have these ratios changed materially?  What factors could cause the gross profit ratio to 
change?   

• What value would there be for the company in comparing relative changes in gross profit 
to relative changes in the profit margin? 

• Look up the gross profit and profit margin of one of Gateway's competitors.  Based on 
what you have learned thus far, can you find elements in Gateway's balance sheet and 
income statement that you think might account for the differences you see? 

 

Solution 

IN THOUSANDS 1998 1997 

Gross profit:   
gross profit   ÷   sales   = 1,546,274   ÷   7,467,925 = 

20.7% 
1,076,441  ÷  6,293,680 =   

17.1% 
Margin:   net income   ÷   sales   = 346,399  ÷  7,467,925   =   

4.6% 
109,797   ÷   6,293,680   =   

1.7% 

• The ratios changed significantly.  Gross profit increased. Margin increased, showing 
perhaps closer expense control.  

• For 1998, Dell's figures were as follows: 
 Gross profit 22.1% 
 Margin 7.7%  
  

For comparison, 1997 figures for Dell were as follows: 
 Gross profit 21.5% 
 Margin 6.7% 
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• Gross profit can be changed by a shift in pricing strategy, or a change in supplier prices 
that was not followed by a proportional change in price charged to end customers.  For a 
manufacturer, cost of goods sold is influenced by a wide variety of factors including 
labor costs, materials, and factory expense, such as utilities, rents, supplies, and 
transportation.  Thus a significant change in a large item could certainly change cost of 
goods sold.   

• Operating expenses include advertising, selling, and administrative expenses.  Gross 
profit rate is often seen as reflecting the company's control over inventory, whereas 
margin reflects control over operating expenses.  At this point, it is useful to simplify the 
discussion by focusing on the retail-oriented discussion of inventory control versus 
expense control, and leave the complex issues of factory management to a more advanced 
class.   

 

Outside assignment:  Whose statement? 
It is often possible to tell a lot about a company by looking at one or more of their financial statements, 
without knowing anything else about them.  Carefully look over the following financial statement from 
an actual company. 
 

XXX Corporation 
Consolidated Statement of Operations 

Year Ended December 31, 1998 
($ millions) 

Revenues      
 Passenger   $15,816   
 Cargo       656   
 Other       2,733 
  Total operating revenues  19,205 
Expenses: Wages, salaries and benefits 6,507 
 Aircraft fuel    1,604 
 Commissions to agents   1,226 
 Depreciation and amortization 1,287 
 Other rentals and landing fees 875 
 Maintenance materials and repairs 937 
 Food service   675 
 Aircraft rentals  569  
 Other operating expenses   3,187 
  Total operating expenses 16,867 
OPERATING INCOME   2,338 
Other income (expense): Interest income 140 
     Interest expense (372) 
     Interest capitalized 104 
     Miscellaneous – net     (46) 
      (174) 
Income before income taxes and extraordinary loss   2,164 
Income tax provision      858 
Income from continuing operations 1,306  
Income from discontinued operations 8 
NET EARNINGS  $ 1,314 
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• Which financial statement is this?  Did the title confuse you, or is it an accurate 
description of what follows.  Do you think it is better than the title you are accustomed 
to? 

• Does this business appear to be a retailer, a manufacturer, or a service company?  How 
can you tell? 

• What business do you believe they are in?  Again, what tells you this? 

• Can you calculate gross profit for this company?  Can you calculate their profit margin?  
Why or why not? 

Solution 

• The statement is the income statement.  The Statement of Operations is an equally 
acceptable (some argue better) title for it, reflecting what the statement is, a summary of 
the company's operations for the year cited. 

• This is the income statement for AMR Corporation, the parent company of American 
Airlines, a service company.  The lack of a gross profit line or any reference to cost of 
goods sold indicates a service company.  Line items such as passenger and cargo 
revenues signal a transportation company, and expenses such as aircraft fuel and aircraft 
rentals clearly indicate an airline. 

• AMR has no gross profit (no cost of goods sold) so they have no gross profit rate.  The 
profit margin on the other hand can be calculated.  The computation is net income ÷ sales 
($1,314 ÷ $19,205 = 6.8%).  

Other Elements of an Annual Report LO 9 

Food for thought:  The Chairman's letter 

Read the Chairman's letter from the Gateway and Uno’s Annual Reports with which you have become 
familiar. Then obtain Uno’s 2,000 Annual Report from the Internet, For each one, 
 

• Do you think the chairman wrote it himself?   

• What is the overall tone of each letter?  Does the letter give you any insight into the 
“atmosphere” of the company?  What does it tell you about the personality of the writer?  

• What is the purpose of the Chairman's letter in an annual report?  Do these letters fulfill 
that purpose?  Do they in any way alter any opinion you might have had about the 
company or its financial results?   

• Compare the letters in terms of the companies, and the results they represent.   

Solution 

No “right” answer to these questions can be given.  Hopefully they inspire students to think beyond the 
words and numbers.  This is an excellent opportunity to integrate economic concepts into the course by 
highlighting the different markets of each of the companies. While both are national companies and  
“manufacturers,” they produce very different products for different markets, with different demands. 
Uno’s is a rapidly growing company operating in almost purely competitive markets. For Uno’s, all 
competition is local on a city-by-city basis. On the other hand, Gateway competes in an oligopolistic 
market with other manufacturers such as IBM, Dell, Compact, and Hewlett Packard. Its competition is 
national and unlike Uno’s is not highly dependent on being located in any particular cities.  

Each chairman probably did write his own letter, perhaps consulting key members of his (both are 
men) management team.  The chairman's letter sets the tone for the report, and tries to put the best face 
on what is happening within the company.  This is not always easy.  We see the chairman as “spin 
doctor.”  Uno’s Chairman’s letter in its 2000 Annual Report is headlined “Another year of strong 
financial performance;” however, operating income dropped significantly during the year. The 
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chairman then explains the drop – primarily a result of writing down the value of eight restaurants, 
which were performing poorly. Gateway’s Chairman’s letter is solid, business-like, determined. 
Perhaps the effect of each personality will depend to some extent on the personality of the reader.  The 
answers to this question are interesting to read.       

Food for thought:  The independent auditors' opinion 

Consider the following excerpts from an audit opinion: 

“The accompanying consolidated financial statements have been prepared on a going 
concern basis which contemplates continuity of the Company's operations and 
realization of its assets and payment of its liabilities in the ordinary course of 
business.  …the Company has experienced recurring operating losses, causing 
management to implement restructuring programs and to discontinue certain 
operations.  …  These conditions raise substantial doubt about the Company's ability 
to continue as a going concern." 

Answer the following: 

• What is the general purpose of an auditor's report? 

• What is a going concern?  Define it in your words; don’t quote the book. 

• Are losses, restructuring and the disposal of segments necessarily precursors to the 
demise of the company?  

• What, in your words, are the auditors saying about this particular company? 

• What do you think the term “qualified opinion” means? 

Solution 

• The auditors' opinion is just that, an opinion.  It is, importantly, an unbiased opinion, by 
someone independent from the company.  Auditors perform tests in accordance with 
AICPA auditing standards to verify that the statements were prepared in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles, consistently applied, and that no material errors 
were found.  Readers gain additional reassurance about the intent of management, stated 
in the management letter, to convey accurate, complete information about the financial 
status and results of the company.   

• A going concern is a business that will continue to operate indefinitely.   

• Large and/or recurring losses often prompt restructuring and selling of unsuccessful 
segments of the business or segments that no longer fit into the future plans of the 
business, in order to return the company to profitability.  When too many employees have 
to be let go, or when too many assets are sold, doubt exists about the ability of the 
company to carry on its business with who or what remains. 

• In the case of this particular company, the auditors are saying that the company's ability 
to continue their business with their current level of staff and assets is doubtful.      

• When auditors have reservations about the accounting treatment of a material item, or 
about the company's future, they will attempt to resolve the conflict with the management 
of the company.  This is the management's opportunity to correct the perceived 
deficiency if possible and get a “clean” report.  If the issue cannot be resolved easily, the 
auditors feel that they must make financial statement users aware of the problem, and will 
thus refer to it in their opinion, giving thereby a “qualified” opinion.  The severity of the 
qualification varies with the significance of the problem, and the auditors’ perception of 
the company's ability to continue operations without correcting it.  Few companies want 
to publish an annual report with a qualified opinion, since that opinion says that some 
difficulty, either in comparability with other companies' reports, consistency with the 
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company’s own prior years, or with the firm's ability to operate indefinitely, exists.  The 
subject company's problems were so severe at that point in time that a qualified audit 
opinion was the least of their worries.   

Food for thought:  auditor obligations 

An article in The Wall Street Journal said that the auditors for Wiz Technology resigned in a dispute 
over the company’s accounting for executive salaries.  The article said, 

 In a filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission, the vendor of 
low-price computer software said its accountants, Corbin & Werts of Irvine, Calif., 
disagreed with management’s decision to capitalize an undisclosed amount of 
executive salaries and other costs as “inventory. 

 Corbin & Wertz resigned after Wiz Technology filed its quarterly results 
with the SEC despite the accountants’ objections, according to the 8-K filing.  A 
Corbin & Wertz official declined to discuss the matter.4 

Explain why, in your opinion, the auditors felt compelled to resign.   
 
Solution 
Auditors certify that the statements are prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles, consistently applied.  If this was not the case, and if the company did not agree to an 
acceptable audit qualification in the auditors’ opinion, the auditors could only choose between 
rendering an opinion that they did not believe to be true, or resigning to avoid rendering any opinion.   

Another article in The Wall Street Journal noted that audit firms are dropping risky clients more 
frequently, in the wake of stockholder lawsuits against accountants, to avoid the costs of litigation.5  
With litigation settlement costs for the Big Five accounting firms in excess of $1 billion a year, the 
firms feel that they must protect themselves by eliminating clients with potential problems.  Many will 
also refuse clients making an initial public offering. 

Ethical decision:  Auditors' report 

You have been asked, as a member of a small CPA firm, to review the December 31 year-end financial 
statements of a small ($2 million revenues) company in an East Coast city.  The company has applied 
for a long-term loan from the bank.  You are interested to note as you begin your review of the 
company's records that a principal stockholder is your former college roommate.  You are preparing 
your report, and wonder about the following items: 

• The company decided during the last month of the year to change their method of 
accounting for depreciation for this year's financial statements.  You do not believe that 
any adjustments were made to prior years' reported results as a consequence of this 
change. 

• You have been working at the bookkeeper's desk while she is away on vacation.  You 
pushed the desk blotter aside at one point and noticed underneath it a bill to the company 
from a local florist for $55.  The bill is dated December, but you do not see it recorded 
anywhere in the company's books.  A number of other unopened envelopes are under the 
blotter, the contents of which cannot be judged from the outside.  

• You read in yesterday's newspaper that a local manufacturer is seriously contemplating a 
move to Atlanta.  You know from your audit that they are an important customer of the 
company you are reviewing. 

                                                        
4 The Wall Street Journal, July 3, 1995, “Accountants Resign At Wiz Technology Over Salary 
Entries.” 
5 The Wall Street Journal, June 26, 1995, “Big Accounting Firms Weed out Risky Clients.” 
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Should these items be disclosed in your report?    Why or why not?  If you disclose, how should your 
disclosure be phrased?  Should you disclose any other facts to the company, to your employer, or in 
your report?  Should the audit have been conducted differently?  In your answers try to keep in mind 
some of the fundamental qualitative principles underlying financial reporting and cite them where 
relevant.   

Solution 

First, you probably should have stopped and called in another member of the firm to do the audit the 
moment you discovered the identity of the principal stockholder.  Even if you have no ongoing 
relationship with your former roommate (and no indication is given one way or the other), it is always 
prudent to avoid even the appearance of impartiality or a conflict of interest. 

• The change in accounting method should be disclosed.  It affects comparability of the 
statements to prior years.  As the statements now stand, they cannot be compared to prior 
years.  Students are probably not going to realize that restatement is necessary, but they 
should note the lack of comparability, and therefore the inconsistency.   

• On the other hand, the florist's bill is immaterial and may not be a concern in and of 
itself.  Perhaps worth questioning is its location.  Why was it under the blotter, and what 
else was under there?  This appears to be an unusual mail sorting system. 

• The customer's planned exodus is a potential problem for the company. This disclosure 
may cause a conflict between the management of the company and the auditor.  The 
auditor will see it as a contingency that should be a footnote to the statements.  
Management may prefer to ignore it, claiming it will not be a problem.  The bank wants 
to be sure their loan will be repaid.  The departure of a customer may influence their 
decision on the loan.  They may hear about it from another source.  The company will 
make a more positive impression if it discloses and explains the customer’s move rather 
than allow the bank to find out, perhaps from only partial information, what the business 
implications of this event will be.  A major loss of business will be seen as a possibility 
unless the company can produce evidence that their customer will still be sending orders 
from Atlanta, or that potential new customers exist to fill the gap.  The auditor has a 
responsibility to disclose anything that could significantly impact the company 
financially.  This item appears to fall into that category. 


